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Deciphering the mechanisms involved in shaping social structure is key to
a deeper understanding of the evolutionary processes leading to sociality.
Individual specialization within groups can increase colony efficiency and
consequently productivity. Here, we test the hypothesis that within-group
variation in individual personalities (i.e. boldness and aggression) can shape
task differentiation. The social spider Stegodyphus sarasinorum (Eresidae)
showed task differentiation (significant unequal participation) in simulated
prey capture events across 10-day behavioural assays in the field, independent
of developmental stage (level of maturation), eliminating age polyethism.
Participation in prey capture was positively associated with level of boldness
but not with aggression. Body size positively correlated with being the first
spider to emerge from the colony as a response to prey capture but not with
being the first to attack, and dispersal distance from experimental colonies
correlated with attacking but not with emerging. This suggests that different
behavioural responses to prey capture result from a complex set of individual
characteristics. Boldness and aggression correlated positively, but neither
was associated with body size, developmental stage or dispersal distance.
Hence, we show that personalities shape task differentiation in a social spider
independent of age and maturation. Our results suggest that personality
measures obtained in solitary, standardized laboratory settings can be reliable
predictors of behaviour in a social context in the field. Given the wealth of
organisms that show consistent individual behavioural differences, animal
personality could play a role in social organization in a diversity of animals.

1. Introduction
Task differentiation is considered to be a major cause for the ecological success
of social insects [1,2]. As individual colony members specialize on specific tasks
necessary for colony survival, such as egg laying, foraging or nursing, colonylevel efficiency and productivity are expected to increase [3]. Task specialization
among workers is accompanied by morphological polymorphism in some
species, but is more commonly expressed as differences in individual predispositions or propensities to perform certain tasks among morphologically similar
individuals [4]. While allocation into reproductive versus worker caste is typically permanent in eusocial insects, and can result from environmental factors,
genotype or a mix of both [5], individuals within worker castes rarely specialize
permanently on a single task [4]. In species with age polyethism, individual
workers switch tasks according to age. Task differentiation is achieved in
these species, because workers of different ages are present in the colony
concurrently [6]. In social animals where all group members are of approximately equal age, task differentiation might not result from age polyethism.
This is the case in social spiders of the genus Stegodyphus, where all group members are of the same age cohort, although some variation in body size and
developmental stage within colonies can still be found [7].
An interesting possibility is that task differentiation may emerge as a result of
stable variations in individual personalities within colonies [8–10]. Behavioural
type, or personality, is defined as behavioural differences among individuals
that are consistent across time and context [11,12]. For example, an individual
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We tested for a link between personalities and task differentiation within colonies of the social spider S. sarasinorum.
Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses:

2. Methods
(a) Study organism
Stegodyphus sarasinorum Karsh (Eresidae) is one of three permanently social species in its genus, and is found in India and
some adjacent countries [26,27]. Social Stegodyphus spiders are
well suited for the study of behavioural adaptations associated with the transition to permanent sociality in spiders, as all
three species are independently derived from subsocial congeners, and the remaining species within the genus all exhibit
subsocial behaviour (i.e. cooperation among spiderlings in the
maternal nest prior to dispersal) [28,29]. Stegodyphus spiders
inhabit dry, shrubby, open bush land in seasonal habitats [30].
Females perform extended and suicidal maternal care by regurgitation of food and later by letting the spiderlings feed
directly on their body. In social Stegodyphus species, less than
half of the females reproduce [31], although all females (reproducers and helpers) provide suicidal allomaternal care to the colony
offspring [32,33]. Social spiders lack a pre-mating dispersal stage
and reproduce with their colony members. Hence, colonies can persist for several generations and colony members are highly inbred
[28]. As their life cycles are seasonal and annual, colony members
are of approximately the same age and developmental stage at
any time of the year [34,35]. Females cooperate in all colony tasks.
For example, prey capture and web maintenance involve extending
their maternal nest (a dense, silken structure built primarily around
branches of spiny bushes) and building and repairing their capture
web (two-dimensional structures extending from one or many sides
of the nest, attached to surrounding vegetation). Spiders usually
hide inside their nests, except during web maintenance and prey
capture. Web maintenance is performed during dusk and dawn
[27], and prey capture and feeding occurs at any time of the day
or night when prey gets caught in the capture web. When a prey
item lands in the capture web, a few spiders emerge from the
nest, attack the prey and drag it back to the nest, where they will
share the prey with many other colony members.

(b) Construction of experimental colonies
Sixteen colonies of S. sarasinorum were collected near Kuppam,
Andhra Pradesh, southern India (788150 2400 E, 128490 3500 N) in
January 2012. Larger colonies were preferentially collected to
ensure large group sizes. Each colony was dissected, and spiders
were counted. Colony sizes ranged from 51 to 277 spiders, and
most colonies consisted of juveniles and subadults (one moult
from the adult stage). Two colonies contained only juveniles,
six contained only subadults, five had a mix of juveniles and subadults, whereas three consisted of a mix between juvenile,
subadult and adult spiders.
Forty spiders from each colony were randomly chosen and each
individual had its abdomen marked with a unique three-colour
code of water-based acrylic paint. Adult males of S. sarasinorum
rarely participate in prey capture and were therefore preferentially
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— variation in individual personality trait values can predict
task differentiation in prey capture, defined as consistently unequal participation in prey attack during
simulated prey capture events;
— body size or developmental stage does not predict task
participation or personality trait values; and
— standardized personality assays, devoid of social context,
can be used as predictors of individual behaviours in
natural group settings in the field.
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can be more or less bold, or more or less aggressive, and
although age, context and state may influence its specific behavioural trait value, the difference between one individual
and another will generally be maintained. Repeatable individual behavioural types have been documented in a wealth
of both vertebrate and invertebrate organisms (including
birds, fish, mammals, insects and spiders) [13]. Hence,
animal personality has the potential to play an organizing
role in the social structures of an impressive diversity of
group-living animals. Consistent individual behavioural
differences might provide a general mechanism by which
task differentiation is achieved in societies that lack strict
functional or morphological castes.
Individual behavioural types can have heritable components, or be partly or purely shaped by extrinsic factors
(e.g. social interactions or nutrition), and, importantly, have
proved to be adaptive on both the individual and group
level [14–16]. For example, colonies of the ant Temnothorax
longispinosus were more productive in both the laboratory
and in the field when they consisted of individuals with
a higher variation in behavioural types [17,18]. Similarly,
compared with behaviourally homogeneous groups, mixedpersonality groups of the facultative social spider Anelosimus
studiosus enjoyed higher reproductive success [19], and behaviourally polymorphic groups of several permanently
social Anelosimus species showed higher prey capture and
feeding efficiency [20]. One possibility is that variation in
personality increases colony fitness in these species because
it leads to task differentiation that enhances colony-level
efficiency. Consistent with this hypothesis, a number of laboratory studies on social spiders of the genus Anelosimus suggest
that variation in personalities has the potential to structure
task participation (e.g. prey capture [19]; colony defence
[21]). However, these studies have the limitation that they
were performed under highly controlled laboratory conditions
and with uncharacteristically small group sizes: two to six
spiders in species that can exhibit group sizes in the thousands.
In this study, we tested the hypothesis that individuals’ behavioural types predispose them to take on certain functions
within their group, resulting in task differentiation (i.e. significant unequal participation in a certain task). Most importantly,
we tested for this association in field settings using colony sizes
that resemble those commonly found in nature. In doing so,
our study builds upon the proof of concept studies performed
on social Anelosimus spiders [19,21] and various social insects
[22,23]. Our model, Stegodyphus sarasinorum, is characterized
by a lack of distinct castes and no overlapping generations.
Group members are highly related and approximately of the
same age, and recent studies have documented consistent,
repeatable behavioural types [24] and a tendency for task
differentiation in prey capture [25].
A common problem with studies on personalities of groupliving animals, in particular, is that obtaining comparable and
repeatable behavioural trait values requires standardized laboratory tests that remove variation in social context [15].
Hence, behavioural types are usually assessed under conditions where the animals’ natural social surroundings have
been eliminated, and hence may not directly reflect the behavioural decisions of animals in their natural social context. In our
study, we carefully investigated the association between
behavioural types assayed in the laboratory, outside of a natural social context, and individual performance in natural group
settings in the field.

We assessed two different behavioural traits of all spiders used in
the experimental colonies prior to the prey capture participation
assays: (i) boldness and (ii) aggression. Both traits represent
repeatable personality traits in S. sarasinorum [24]. Spiders were
housed individually in 59 ml plastic cups for 2 – 4 h prior to testing and allowed a minimum of 2 h between behavioural assays.

(i) Boldness: response to puff of air
Boldness was assessed with puff tests designed to mimic the
approach of an avian predator according to Riechert & Hedrick
[36]. A spider was placed in the centre of a square plastic enclosure
(13.5  13  3.5 cm) and given approximately 60 s to acclimatize
before receiving two rapid jets of air from an infant ear-cleaning
bulb. Spiders reacted to air puffs by huddling and remained
motionless for a period of time. We measured the time, in seconds,
that it took the spider to resume movement after receiving the
stimulus. Individuals with short latencies were deemed more
‘bold’ than individuals with longer latencies, as resuming movement quickly after perceiving a threat can be interpreted as a
bold behaviour. Boldness was therefore measured in seconds,
and low values indicate high levels of boldness, whereas high
values indicate shyness.

(ii) Aggression: response to prod stimulus
Aggression levels were assessed with prod tests designed to mimic
the approach of an unknown arthropod according to Riechert &
Johns [37]. A spider was placed in the centre of a square plastic enclosure and given approximately 60 s to acclimatize before receiving a
gentle prod stimulus with the blunt, wooden end of a dissecting
teasing needle (DR Instruments). We recorded and ranked the spider’s response as follows: (0) huddle: the spider pulled its legs
against its body; (1) run: the spider ran away from the stimulus;
(2) walk: the spider walked away; (3) lurch: the spider shifted forward but did not initiate locomotion; (4) no response: the spider
did not exhibit any movement; and (5) raise: the spider lifted one
or more of its anterior legs (a threatening posture). Higher values
indicate higher levels of aggression. The ranking of these behaviours
was adopted from work by Riechert and co-workers [37,38], and
modified to suit the responses recorded from S. sarasinorum.
Response (4) (‘no response’) is not a flight response (such as walking,
turning or running), and not an escalatory display behaviour (such
as raised legs). Thus, it lies intermediate along the axis of fearful
versus aggressive behaviour. To explore whether the ranking of
‘no response’ as the second highest level of aggression had a disproportionately large influence on our findings, we re-ran the analyses
with all ‘no response’ individuals removed.

(d) Prey capture participation assays
(i) Preparation
On D0, each experimental colony was placed outdoors in their
original habitat in the afternoon before dusk. After removing

(ii) Procedure
We used standardized simulated prey capture events to record
individual participation in prey attack. By simulating and standardizing the prey capture events, we made each event directly
comparable and eliminated the variance that is inevitable when
using live prey (e.g. variance in prey size and prey movement
in the web). In order to simulate a prey item getting caught in
the capture web, a piece of dry leaf (approx. 2 cm2) was placed
and vibrated in the capture web. To create vibrations, we used
a handheld, waterproof vibratory device (FunFactory, Minivibe
Bubbles) with multiple vibration frequency settings (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). A piece of metal
thread (10 cm) was attached to the vibrator, and the tip of the
metal thread was touching the leaf. Vibrations were ceased
when the first spider attacked and bit the leaf (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1) or after a maximum of 10 min.
We recorded (i) the identity of the first spider to emerge from
the nest as a reaction to the simulated prey capture (first spider
to emerge); (ii) the identity of the first spider to bite the leaf
(first spider to attack); and (iii) all spiders that were outside of
the nest at the time of attack, including the one that had attacked
(out at time of attack). Occasionally, two spiders simultaneously
attacked and both were then considered as first to attack. The total
number of spiders out at time of attack varied from 1 to 10, with
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(c) Individual behavioural assays

the lid, each plastic container with its nest of 40 spiders inside
was attached carefully to a branch of a bush with a plastic clothes
peg. The same type of thorny bushes on which S. sarasinorum frequently nests in this area were chosen. Spiders hid motionless
within their nests in the boxes during the attachment. On the following day (D1) colonies had built small capture webs extending
from their nests in the boxes, and some individuals had dispersed. If a large group of dispersers (about half of the colony
members) had settled as a group together on nearby vegetation,
the original colony was considered as split and from D1 treated
as two separate colonies. Budding by subgroups dispersing
together is a common way of forming new colonies in social spiders, and the hypothesis that the composition of personalities in
a group can predict task differentiation within this group could
still be tested within each of the physically separated subgroups.
Two colonies split in this way, and hence we had a total of 18
experimental colonies. When only a few individuals had dispersed, as for the remaining colonies, dispersers were returned
to their original nest. On each day of the experiment, the bushes
surrounding each colony were carefully inspected, and dispersers
were returned to their nests at least 15 min prior to the start of the
behavioural assays. We measured the straight-line dispersal distance to the nearest centimetre for each dispersing spider, as
dispersal behaviour could be associated with personality or participation in prey capture. On average, 10.1 spiders per colony
dispersed and were returned to their colony over the course of
the 10 days, and less than 1 (0.63 spiders) of these dispersed
twice. The two dispersal distances of the spiders that dispersed
twice were added for use in statistical analyses. We investigated
individual participation in simulated prey capture events once
per day on 10 consecutive days, D1 – D10 (10 trials performed in
total per colony). Previous studies suggest that individual propensity to engage in prey attack is independent of hunger state [25].
However, in order to minimize a potential subtle effect of a constant variation in hunger state among group members through
the 10 days, all colonies were fed two grasshoppers (mediumsized according to available prey items in the field) on D5, after
assaying the colonies. This amount of food was estimated to satiate
all colony members, minimizing variation in hunger state among
individuals. To examine whether feeding the spiders affected
their participation in prey attack, we compared individuals’ participation through D0 –D5 with participation through D6 –D10
(see electronic supplementary material for more detail).

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

avoided, although males of Stegodyphus spiders can only be recognized visually when subadult and adult. Colour-coded colony
members were placed together in plastic containers (10  10 
6 cm) with perforated lids and provided a few twigs for structural
support in web building. The following day, each spider was tested
individually in boldness and aggression assays (see below). Afterwards, spiders were returned to their container with their colony
members and left overnight for constructing a nest. The following
day (day 0 of the experiment; D0), colonies were placed in the
field in preparation for prey capture participation assays (see
below). All data recorded have been made available online on
Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.nd779.

excluding it significantly changed our findings (see electronic
supplementary material for more detail).

(iii) Final handling of colonies

(iii) Determinants of personality
We tested whether each of the two personality measures (i) boldness and (ii) aggression was associated with prosoma width and
dispersal distance. In each of the two models, the other personality measure was also included as a predictor, and colony ID
as a random effect. Boldness, as a response variable, was logtransformed. Additional tests were performed where prosoma
width was excluded and developmental stage, as well as any significant predictors from the main models, were included. The
MCMCglmm function from the MCMCGLMM package [46] with
a specified ordinal error structure was used in models where
aggression was the response variable, as aggression was
measured at an ordinal scale (see electronic supplementary
material for more detail).

3. Results
(a) Task differentiation

(e) Statistics
(i) Task differentiation
We tested for unequal task participation using a permutation test
[41,42] conducted separately per colony by randomizing the participation in prey attacks among individuals within attack events
(see electronic supplementary material for more detail). As a test
statistic, we used the standard deviation of the proportions of
days where individual spiders had participated in a simulated
prey capture event. We ran a total of 1000 permutations and
determined the p-value per colony as the number of permutations revealing a standard deviation at least as large as that
of the original data (see electronic supplementary material for
more detail). We finally used Fisher’s omnibus test [43] to combine the 18 p-values into one. Permutation tests were performed
on each of three different binary response variables: (i) first to
emerge, (ii) first to attack and (iii) out at time of attack.

(ii) Determinants of participation in prey attack
We used linear mixed models to investigate the effect of behavioural
traits and body size on individuals’ propensity to engage in simulated prey capture events, using the lmer function from the lme4
package [44] in R [45]. We constructed three different models, one
for each of the three response variables: (i) first to emerge, (ii) first
to attack and (iii) out at time of attack. In each model, we used the
following predictors: (i) boldness, (ii) aggression, (iii) prosoma
width and (iv) dispersal distance. We used colony ID, spider ID
and day as random factors, and implemented an offset term with
the log of colony size (see electronic supplementary material for
more detail on model construction, check of assumptions and significance testing). As prosoma width and developmental stage
were highly correlated (Pearson’s r ¼ 0.71), additional similar
models were constructed where prosoma width was excluded and
developmental stage included as a predictor, as well as any predictors that showed a significant association with the response variable
in the original models (see electronic supplementary material for
more detail).
Only one spider (of 412 recovered after 10 days) had an
aggression score of 2 (i.e. walking as a response to prodding).
As this spider could represent an influential case with disproportionate effect on the model outcomes, it was left out of the
analyses. Hence, sample size was 411 spiders from 18 colonies
each. Supplementary analyses were performed where the one
spider with an aggression score of 2 was included to test whether

Spiders showed unequal participation in simulated prey capture events (table 1). Unequal participation in being the first
spider to attack was significant (combined p-value ¼ 0.022)
and in being out at the time of attack was highly significant
(combined p-value , 0.001). However, participation was not
unequal in being the first to emerge from the nest (table 1).
Individual participation was not affected by feeding on D5
(i.e. individuals participated to similar extends during D1 –
D5 as they did during D6 –D10; see electronic supplementary
material, figure S2).
The average colony size was 31.4 spiders upon collection
on D10 and on average 18.9 spiders had been out at time of
attack through the 10 trials in each colony. Hence, each
spider had a probability of participating of less than one
(18.9/31.4 ¼ 0.60). However, a total of 71 of 450 spiders
were out at the time of attack more than once across the 10
trials (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3) and
thereby contributed to significant unequal task participation.

(b) Determinants of participation in prey attack
All three measures of participation in simulated prey capture
events were significantly associated with boldness (figure 1)
but not with aggression or developmental stage. Bolder individuals (i.e. with short latencies to resume movement) were
significantly more likely to emerge from the nest, to attack
as the first spider and to be out at the time of attack (all
three tests: x 2 . 8, p , 0.01; table 1). Larger spiders were
also more likely to emerge as the first spider and to be out
at the time of attack (both tests: x 2 . 3, p , 0.05; figure 1),
whereas body size had no effect on being the first to attack
(x 2 ¼ 1.56, p ¼ 0.21; table 1).
Supplementary analyses revealed no difference in these
findings whether or not the individual with an aggression
score of (2), walking, was included, and whether or not aggression score (4), no response, was included (see electronic
supplementary material, table S1 for details).

(c) Determinants of personality
Bolder individuals were generally more aggressive, and vice
versa, independent of body size and developmental stage,

Proc R Soc B 280: 20131407

After the last assay had been performed on D10, the colonies
were collected and dissected. On average, 35 of the original
40 spiders were recovered alive, of which an average of 28 had
retained their individual colour codes. Only individuals that
were alive upon collection, or had been observed in the colony
up until D9 and had retained their colour ID (not moulted),
were used in statistical analyses. We obtained measures of
body size and developmental stage to test for their influence
on behavioural type and prey capture participation. Prosoma
(head) width was measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with digital
callipers. Prosoma width is generally recognized as a reliable
measure of body size in spiders as it represents a sclerotized
body part that is not affected by satiation state [39,40]. Reproductive organs (epigynes and pedipalps) were examined using a
stereo microscope, and spiders were categorized as one of three
developmental stages that were coded on an ordinal scale (1–
3) for statistical analyses: juvenile (1), subadult (2) or adult (3).
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a mean of 2.3 spiders. Each colony was tested once per day on
D1 – D10, in the afternoon before dusk.

unequal participation
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7,6

0.57

x

p
0.00082
0.65

Additional tests: these models do not include prosoma width as a predictor and only include the predictors that were signiﬁcant in the main models.

d.f. ¼ 5.4, p ¼ 0.84; dispersal distance: x2 ¼ 0.34, d.f. ¼ 6.5,
p ¼ 0.56; developmental stage: x2 ¼ 0.021, d.f. ¼ 5.4,
p ¼ 0.88). Similarly, boldness was the only significant predictor
of aggression (boldness: MCMC p , 0.001, prosoma width:
MCMC p ¼ 0.72; dispersal distance: MCMC p ¼ 0.10; developmental stage: MCMC p ¼ 0.10). See an overview of associations
between different variables in table 2.

(ii)

no. times participating

(a) (i)
5
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4. Discussion
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Figure 1. Graphs depicting the number of times spiders participated in 10
simulated prey capture events plotted against (i) boldness (measured as
latency to resume movement after air puffs, hence low values reflect high
levels of boldness) and (ii) prosoma width (reflecting body size). Prey capture
participation was measured in three ways: as (a) the first spider to emerge
from the colony, (b) the first spider to attack and (c) whether spiders were
out at the time of attack. Note that the plots and trend lines do not directly
reflect the results from the statistical models where random effects were
taken into account.
reflecting the behavioural syndrome reported by Pruitt et al.
[24]. Aggression was the only significant predictor of boldness (x 2 ¼ 48.4, d.f. ¼ 5.4, p , 0.001). Prosoma width,
dispersal distance and developmental stage were not significantly associated with boldness ( prosoma width: x 2 ¼ 0.039,

We found that the boldness personality trait was a strong predictor of individual participation in the cooperative task of prey
attack in the social spider S. sarasinorum, irrespective of age and
maturation. This suggests that variation in personalities within
groups may be a main driver of task differentiation in this
species. We showed a strong association between behaviours
assessed in standardized laboratory settings devoid of social
context and individuals’ behaviour in natural group settings
in the field. This confirms that individual-based personality
assays can be informative predictors of cooperative behaviour
in a natural social setting.
First, we found consistent differentiation in prey attack behaviour in S. sarasinorum, as individuals showed significant
unequal participation in simulated prey capture events across
10 days. Second, we showed that boldness strongly predicted
all three measures of participation in prey capture: first
spider to emerge from the nest, first spider to attack and
having emerged at the time of attack. However, our second
personality measure, aggressiveness, which is highly correlated with boldness [24], was not associated with any of the
three measures of participation in prey capture. Perhaps
aggressiveness towards predators, as our ‘response to prod
stimulus’ indicates [37], does not correlate with aggressiveness
towards prey in this species. Third, body size was positively
associated with emerging from the nest but not with attacking,
whereas dispersal was positively correlated with tendency to
attack but not with being the first to emerge (table 2). Together,
this suggests that responding to stimuli from a prey caught in
the web elicits different responses according to a set of individual characteristics. Simply responding by emerging from the

Proc R Soc B 280: 20131407
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Table 1. Results from simulated prey capture events in the ﬁeld repeated 10 times in each of 18 spider colonies for the three binary response variables. The
unequal participation row shows the combined p-values from simulation tests within each colony, testing whether individual spiders participate unequally in
prey capture reﬂecting task differentiation. The bottom ﬁve rows show the test values obtained from GLMMs describing the effect of ﬁve predictor variables on
each of the three response variables. Signiﬁcant p-values are shown in italics.

ﬁrst spider to attack

out at time of attack

boldness

aggression

boldness

**

***

***

—

***

aggression
dispersal distance

n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
***

n.s.
***

***
n.s.

—
n.s.

prosoma width

*

n.s.

*

n.s.

n.s.

developmental stage

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

nest seems to be affected not only by personality traits but also
by internal state, such as higher food intake rate with a larger
body size. This may explain why we did not find consistent
unequal participation in being the first spider to emerge. Conversely, the act of attacking the prey was unaffected by body
size, and potentially driven merely by personality traits: boldness combined with another trait, yet unidentified, that also
drives tendency to disperse. Clearly, the set of behavioural
traits measured here cannot solely be attributed to a single
factor (e.g. high activity levels), as neither boldness nor
aggressiveness were correlated with dispersal, and only
boldness, and not aggression, predicted prey capture participation (table 2). Fourth, neither body size nor developmental
stage predicted boldness, aggression or propensity to attack
prey, eliminating both age polyethism as a mechanism
behind task differentiation and the possibility of personality
being purely a product of age or maturation. Together, these
findings highlight the complexity of the underlying mechanisms behind individuals’ behaviours in social groups, while
establishing that personality traits are solid components of
these mechanisms.
Task differentiation among workers is expected to increase
colony fitness in social insects [2,3]. Social spiders differ from
social insects in the lack of strict division of labour and caste
formation. Hence, spider societies are often considered to be
egalitarian, where all individuals can and do perform all
colony tasks approximately equally [28,47]. However, reproduction is skewed, as less than half of the females in colonies
usually reproduce, whereas both reproducers and non-reproducers provide allomaternal care [31,33,48,49]. Recent studies have
suggested that reproductive roles may be allocated at an early
developmental stage in the social spider Stegodyphus dumicola
[7], and that S. sarasinorum show task differentiation in prey
attack, independent of hunger state, in field experiments
across 3 days [25]. Here, we confirm the consistency of this
task differentiation across 10 days and identify one of the mechanisms behind it: variation in personality. The composition of
individual personalities within S. sarasinorum colonies was
also found to influence colony-level personality: colony-level
responsiveness in prey capture was repeatable over time and
was predicted by the boldness of colony members, indicating
that individual personalities can influence colony-level fitness
traits [24]. Additionally, in the behaviourally polymorphic facultative social spider A. studiosus [38], bolder, more aggressive
individuals participate disproportionally more in prey capture
and nest defence [19,21]. Our study documents how differences
in personality shape task differentiation in S. sarasinorum colonies in field settings. These novel findings show that the link
between individual personality and task performance in

groups, previously observed only in laboratory experiments
on social Anelosimus spiders of artificially low colony sizes,
maintains a robust signature under field conditions in colonies
of a natural size. Thus, these data move beyond proof-ofprinciple studies and add to the growing body of evidence
undermining the view of social spider colonies as egalitarian
societies where all individuals are functionally equivalent. Like
in many other cooperative animals, spider societies have a
more complex social organization than previously anticipated,
suggesting that advanced forms of social structure might be an
emergent property of social living [50]. Furthermore, our study
forges another substantive link between two major subjects
within animal behaviour literature—personality and task differentiation—suggesting that task differentiation studies could
benefit from considering individual personalities [51].
Social spiders are characterized by extraordinarily high
relatedness among colony members due to a within-colony
mating system causing inbreeding [28,52]. Hence, genetic
diversity and heterozygosity is extremely low in social spiders
[53,54], and any genetic basis for variation in behaviour may be
highly constrained [55]. However, task specialization and personality can be determined purely by extrinsic factors such as
nutrition, social encounters or previous foraging success
[4,56,57]. For example, task differentiation was induced in the
ant Cerapachys biroi purely by manipulating foraging success
in same-sized, similar-aged and genetically closely related
workers [58]. Workers that were allowed to be successful in
foraging foraged more and spent less time with brood, showing that experience alone can create variation in foraging
propensity. A simple reinforcement mechanism of modifying
an internal response threshold may in this case be enough to
facilitate task specialization [58]. We hypothesize that similar
simple mechanisms of positive reinforcements and threshold
modulations due to experience (e.g. previous experience in
prey capture events or nutritional levels at critical points
during development) may underlie the behavioural variation
observed within inbred spider societies [3,59].
To conclude, we found that variation in personality may
drive task differentiation in social groups in field conditions.
We document an association between personalities measured
in standardized, solitary laboratory settings and individual
behaviours in natural social settings, deeming standardized
tests of behavioural type as informative predictors of natural
behaviour in groups in S. sarasinorum. The next step will be to
examine whether variation in behavioural types presents a
fitness advantage for colonies of this species compared with
behaviourally homogeneous colonies, and whether individuals specializing in prey attack are more or less likely to
reproduce. Such relationships have already been established
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Table 2. Overview of associations between variables. First column lists ﬁve different predictor variables. Columns 2 – 4: models using three different response
variables from prey attack participation. Columns 5 and 6: models using the two different personality traits as response variable. Asterisks represent level of
signiﬁcance; n.s. refers to non-signiﬁcant associations and dashes indicate meaningless associations.
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